What does “Value” mean to a Business Analyst?
By Suzanne Robertson & James Robertson
The Atlantic Systems Guild
As a Business Analyst
I can contribute analytical and systems thinking
So that the eventual solution provides business value by exactly
matching the real needs of the business.
This Business Analyst’s story raises some interesting questions about value,
and why the BA is the person to discover it.

Wants versus Needs
Let’s start by looking at how requirements usually get started. If you ask
Business Stakeholders for their requirements you are likely to hear
statements like:
“I want another screen that shows me the manufacturing totals for the
day.”
“I want the spreadsheet to show sales for the previous quarter.”
“I want to know how many new employees we have each month.”
Or you get s story like this:
“As the production manager
I want a screen to show me the output of each factory
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So that I can see the productivity of all our plants.”
In each of these examples the stakeholder is telling you his perceived solution
to some unstated need. You don’t know why the stakeholder wants the
manufacturing totals for the day; you are not told what the stakeholder will
do if he/she can see the sales. Even the rationale given for the production
manager’s story does not really explain the reason for the request.
It is only when you know why somebody is asking for something that
you are able to provide value. That is, you can provide a solution which
matches the real business need, even thought the real need is as yet,
unstated. Any solution that does not meet the real need is a waste of
resources.
So let’s consider why people ask for solutions, and what you can do to
get to the real need.
First, it is quite natural for a human being to ask for a solution that is
close to his own tangible reality. If you are planning a journey you are more
likely to say, “Let’s catch the 9:30 bus” rather than, “I want to travel from
home to work using the means of transportation that will make the journey
in time for me to get to the 10:15 meeting”.
The point is that we talk in tangibles rather than in abstractions.
A key business analysis skill is to listen to the stakeholders’ requests, and
then apply analytical and systems thinking to discover the real need. You do
this mainly by asking “why?”
“Why do you need the manufacturing totals for the day?”
“So that I can compare the units manufactured with the units sold”
“And then what will you do?”
“I will adjust the manufacturing cycle for the next week so that it covers
the projected sales”
The result of this conversation is that the analyst starts to understand the real
business need:
“As a manufacturing manager
I can compare the daily units manufactured with the daily units sold
so that I know how much to adjust the manufacturing cycle for the next
week to make sure we can fill all our customers’ orders.”
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Also please note how much the story is improved by using “I can”
instead of “I want”. “I can” points to a need, “I want” suggests a solution.

Providing Business Value
By applying analytical and systems thinking, the business analyst discovers
what it is that provides value to the business. While it seems bizarre,
stakeholders often do not ask directly for business value. There are a variety
of reasons for this:
• Stakeholders think in terms of how things are done now
• They don’t know what is possible
• The silo mentality puts walls around their thinking and prohibits
looking outward at the larger picture
• They think in terms of how to do something, rather than what has to
be done
• Their thinking is centred on themselves, rather than the overall
business
For all of these, the business analyst can (and should) ask why the request is
being made. By understanding the reason for a requirement, the BA is in a
position to provide a solution that yields real business value.
The analyst also needs to explore other possibilities for business
improvement. For example, the analyst should suggest innovative ideas for
improving the existing business policy. While the BA does not determine
business policy, he/she can make recommendations so that the business
stakeholders are able to choose the innovations which will provide the most
value.
The analyst needs to ask the stakeholder,
“How valuable will it be if we can provide a solution that comes up with
a daily adjusted manufacturing cycle to avoid unfilled orders?”
“How many orders are unfilled now?”
“What are these unfilled orders costing us?”
“Are there any other factors that are causing the orders to be unfilled?”
“Would it help if we can correlate the manufacturing schedule with the
supplier materials deliveries?”
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These kind of questions indicate that the business analyst is using systems
thinking – looking at the whole of the business, and the effect of each part on
the others – to find the real needs. It is only by finding the real need that the
optimal solution can be built. The optimal solution is the one that matches
the real needs, and provides the most business value for its cost.
Discovery of real needs is the responsibility of the business analyst.
Choosing the optimal solution is usually the responsibility of the
stakeholders. Working together, both parties can ensure that they are
providing the maximum business value.
More information is available:
- http://www.volere.co.uk
- in three books written by James Robertson & Suzanne Robertson, the
most relevant to this article is Mastering the Requirements Process – third
edition: Getting Requirements Right.
- in Volere seminars and consulting
- on the Volere Requirements LinkedIn group
http://www.linkedin.com/e/vgh/2491512/
Find more articles on business analysis and requirements at
http://www.volere.co.uk
Suzanne Robertson and James Robertson are principals and founders of
The Atlantic Systems Guild http://www.systemsguild.com and joint
originators of the Volere requirements process, template, checklists and
techniques http://www.volere.co.uk
You can contact them at
suzanne@systemsguild.net
james@systemsguild.net
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